Customize and Track Progress in Sora

Share

Before you share customization and progress tracking features with students, learn more with these resources:

Sora Help articles:
- How to mark a book as done
- What’s my activity?
- What are lists?
- How to enable dyslexic font

How-to videos:
- Reading statistics and achievements
- Enjoying ebooks & Enjoying audiobooks and other formats

Consider

How can Sora’s progress tracking and customization features benefit students? Consider how your students might utilize these features. Use the ideas below to begin brainstorming.

- Inspire ownership over reading
  Customization provides control, which can increase students’ investment in their own reading.
- Provide structure and sustain motivation through gamification
  Sora provides structure for reluctant readers, while statistics and badges can add elements of gaming to increase student motivation.
- Encourage time management and individual progress monitoring
  Sleep timers and the ability to track progress (while reading and overall) can support students’ time management and progress monitoring efforts.
- Support goal setting
  In-app statistics and achievements provide insight and can help students set SMART goals.
- Enable students to share progress
  Students can screenshot their progress to share with parents and teachers.

More Resources

Help students share their success with the print-ready Reading Achievements Board or browse outreach resources to engage your school community. Use web graphics from the Did You Know? Marketing Kit to spread the word about Sora and its features on social.